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 16 

Abstract 17 

 18 

Pronounced variations in fault slip rate revealed by new measurements along the Garlock fault 19 

have basic implications for understanding how faults store and release strain energy in large 20 

earthquakes. Specifically, dating of a series of 26.0+3.5/-2.5 m fault offsets with a newly developed 21 

infrared-stimulated luminescence method show that the fault was slipping at >14.0+2.2/-1.8 mm/yr, 22 

approximately twice as fast as the long-term average rate, during a previously documented 23 

cluster of four earthquakes 0.5-2.0 ka. This elevated late Holocene rate must be balanced by 24 

periods of slow or no slip such as that during the c. 3300-yr-long seismic lull preceding the 25 

cluster. Moreover, whereas a comparison of paleoseismic data and stress modeling results 26 

suggests that individual Garlock earthquakes may be triggered by periods of rapid San Andreas 27 

fault slip or very large-slip events, the “on-off” behavior of the Garlock suggests a longer-term 28 

mechanism that may involve changes in the rate of elastic strain accumulation on the fault over 29 

millennial time scales. This inference is consistent with most models of the geodetic velocity 30 

field, which yield slip-deficit rates that are much slower than the average latest Pleistocene-early 31 

Holocene (post-8–13 ka) Garlock slip rate of 6.5±1.5 mm/yr. These observations indicate the 32 

occurrence of millennia-long strain “super-cycles” on the Garlock fault that may be associated 33 

with temporal changes in elastic strain accumulation rate, which may in turn be controlled by 34 

variations in relative strength of the various faults in the Garlock-San Andreas-Eastern California 35 

Shear Zone fault system and/or changes in relative plate motion rates. 36 

 37 

1. Introduction 38 

 39 

The degree to which fault loading and strain release rates are constant in time and space is one 40 

the most fundamental, unresolved issues in modern tectonics.  Analysis of faults reveals a wide 41 

range of behaviors, including: (1) relatively regular timing of earthquakes on some large strike-42 

slip faults (e.g., Hartleb et al., 2003; 2006; Okumura et al., 2003; Scharer et al., 2010; 2011; 43 

Kozaci et al., 2011; Berryman et al., 2012; Rockwell, 2010); (2) clustering of large earthquakes 44 

on both single faults and regional fault networks (e. g., Marco et al., 1996; Rockwell et al., 2000; 45 

Dawson et al., 2003; Mason et al., 2004; Dolan et al., 2007; Tsutsumi & Sato, 2009; Ganev et 46 
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al., 2010; Klinger et al., 2015); and (3) temporal variations in slip rate (e.g., Friedrich et al. 47 

2003; Weldon et al., 2004; Mason et al., 2006; Gold and Cowgill, 2011; Onderdonk et al., 48 

2015), illustrating the complexity of earthquake occurrence in time and space. Yet our current 49 

attempts to understand the mechanics of fault-system behavior remain severely data-limited. In 50 

particular, there are far too few data sets in which the timing of earthquakes can be compared 51 

directly with incremental fault slip rates. The pairing of these two types of data provides a 52 

complete dated path of deformation, yielding a record of the distribution of deformation through 53 

time – a key first step in understanding what controls these behaviors. In this paper we describe 54 

temporal variations in the slip rate of the Garlock fault, a major left-lateral fault that extends 55 

across the northern edge of the Mojave Desert in southern California. We compare these data 56 

with paleo-earthquake ages from a nearby trench site (Dawson et al., 2003) and discuss the 57 

implications of this paired data set for our understanding of the controls on earthquake 58 

occurrence in time and space. 59 

                                                                      60 

2. The Garlock fault 61 

 62 

The Garlock fault is one of the longest faults in southern California, extending eastward from its 63 

intersection with the San Andreas fault (SAF) for 250 km in a broad, northeast- to east-trending 64 

arc (Figure 1). Total documented sinistral displacement is 48-64 km (Smith, 1962; Smith and 65 

Ketner, 1970; Davis and Burchfiel, 1973; Carr et al., 1993; Monastero et al, 1997), with the 66 

onset of fault slip occurring sometime between 17 Ma and 10 Ma (Burbank and Whistler, 1987; 67 

Loomis and Burbank, 1988; Monastero et al., 1997; Frankel et al., 2008; Andrew et al., 2014). 68 

A prominent, ~2-km-wide extensional left step-over in the vicinity of Koehn Lake and a ~15º 69 

change in strike south of the Quail Mountains have been used to separate the Garlock fault into 70 

western, central, and eastern segments (McGill and Sieh, 1991) (Figure 1). 71 

 72 

Although the Garlock fault exhibits abundant geomorphic evidence for recent activity (Clark, 73 

1973; Clark and Lajoie, 1974; McGill and Sieh, 1991; McGill, 1992; Helms et al., 2003; McGill 74 

et al., 2009; Ganev et al., 2012; Madugo et al., 2012; Ritasse et al., 2014), it has not generated 75 

any significant earthquakes during the historic period. Several paleoseismologic studies, 76 

however, document evidence for large-magnitude earthquakes along the fault (McGill, 1992; 77 

McGill & Rockwell, 1998; Dawson et al., 2003; McGill et al., 2009; Madugo et al., 2012). The 78 

mid- to late Holocene earthquake history of the central part of the fault is particularly well 79 

recorded in a trench near El Paso Peaks (EPP), where Dawson et al. (2003), building on work 80 

initiated by McGill & Rockwell (1998), found evidence for six surface ruptures during the past 81 

7,000 years. The four youngest surface ruptures comprise a cluster of events between ca. 500 and 82 

~2,000 years ago. The most recent event (MRE) at their site occurred between AD 1450 and 83 

1640, with the three earlier surface ruptures in the cluster occurring at AD 675-950, AD 250-475, 84 

and AD 25-275. The four-event cluster at the EPP trench was preceded by a 2,950–3,600-year-85 

long lull, during which no surface ruptures occurred at the site. Two older surface ruptures 86 

occurred at 3340-2930 BC and 5300-4670 BC.  87 

 88 

 Several slip-rate studies along the Garlock fault yield similar preferred average slip rates since 89 

the latest-Pleistocene-early Holocene  of ~5 to ~8 mm/yr for the central and western parts of the 90 

fault (Clark & Lajoie, 1974; McGill & Sieh, 1993; McGill et al., 2009; Ganev et al., 2012). At 91 

Clark Wash, along the eastern part of the western section of the Garlock fault ~30 km west of 92 
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Koehn Lake, McGill et al. (2009) reported a slip rate of 7.6+3.1/-2.3 mm/yr based on radiocarbon 93 

dating of a 66±6 m offset of an incised channel.  Farther east, Clark & Lajoie (1974) measured a 94 

latest Pleistocene lacustrine berm from pluvial Koehn Lake that has been offset by 80±5 m. 95 

Combining this offset with radiocarbon-dated tufa deposits and ostrocods yields a slip rate of 96 

~5.0-7.7 mm/yr (after Ganev et al.’s [2012] application of dendrochronological calibration to the 97 

uncalibrated radiocarbon dates reported in Clark & Lajoie [1974]). At a site in the Summit 98 

Ranges 27 km east of Koehn Lake and 11 km east of the Dawson et al. (2003) El Paso Peaks 99 

trench site, Ganev et al. (2012) used the 58-70 m offset of a channel that is deeply incised into a 100 

latest Pleistocene alluvial fan with a 13.3 ka 10Be depth-profile age to document a minimum slip 101 

rate of 5.3+1.0/-2.5 mm/yr; consideration of potentially younger, climate-controlled incision events 102 

suggested a range of possible slip rates at their site from 5.1±0.3 mm/yr to 6.6±1.2 mm/yr. Still 103 

farther east along the central part of the fault, McGill and Sieh (1993) determined a slip rate of 4-104 

9 mm/yr, with a preferred rate of 5-7 mm/yr, using a 90+16/-8 90+16/-8 m offset of a latest 105 

Pleistocene shoreline of Searles Lake and correlation of lake stands with radiocarbon-dated 106 

organic sediments from cores and shoreline features. It is noteworthy that all three of the slip rate 107 

sites located to the east of the westernmost site (McGill et al., 2009) yield rates that are slightly 108 

slower than McGill et al.’s (2009) rate. It is possible that this apparent geographic trend in rates 109 

is real, and reflects additional east-west extension north of the Garlock fault along the 110 

southernmost end of the Sierra Nevada frontal normal fault and similar faults to the east, 111 

consistent with the transform model for the Garlock fault of Davis & Burchfiel (1973). But the 112 

discrepancy lies within the error limits of all of these rates, and may not reflect a real westward 113 

increase in fault slip rate. All of these latest Pleistocene-early Holocene average slip rates, which 114 

collectively yield a range of possible rates from ~5 to ~8 mm/yr (hereafter expressed as ~6.5±1.5 115 

mm/yr), are generally similar to much longer-term rates averaged over million-year time scales 116 

(Carter, 1994; Burbank & Whistler, 1987; Loomis & Burbank, 1988; Monastero et al.; 1997; 117 

Keenan; 2000). Recently, Ritasse et al. (2014) used soil ages and a single quartz OSL sample on 118 

a 30–37 m offset of a fluvial terrace at a site in the Slate Range 6 km east of the McGill and Sieh 119 

(1993) site to suggest a faster late Holocene (c. 3.5 ka) slip rate of 7-14 mm/yr, with a preferred 120 

rate of 11-13 mm/yr, hinting at potentially complex patterns of strain release along the central 121 

Garlock fault. 122 

 123 

Such intermediate- and long-term geologic slip rates are inconsistent with most interpretations of 124 

geodetic data. Specifically, most analyses of the geodetic data have suggested little or no left 125 

lateral strain accumulation across the Garlock fault over the past several decades (Savage et al., 126 

1981; 1990; 2001; Gan et al., 2000; Miller et al., 2001; Peltzer et al., 2001; McClusky et al., 127 

2001; Meade and Hager, 2005; Loveless and Meade, 2011; but see Chuang and Johnson, 2011, 128 

Johnson, 2013,  and Platt and Becker, 2013, for alternative assessments). Instead, the short-term 129 

geodetic data demonstrate that the region surrounding the Garlock fault is presently dominated 130 

by north-northwest-oriented right-lateral shear parallel to the eastern California shear zone, 131 

extending across the Garlock at a high angle (e.g., McGill et al., 2009).  132 

 133 

3. Results  134 

 135 

3.1 Christmas Canyon West Study Site – The Christmas Canyon West (CCW) study site is 136 

located along the central part of the Garlock fault 30 km southeast of Ridgecrest, California, and 137 

2 km due west of  Christmas Canyon at N35.52˚, W117.38˚ (Figures 1 & 2). We chose this site 138 
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for several reasons. The site lies along a highly linear section of the fault where offsets of late 139 

Holocene alluvial fans and associated drainages are particularly well expressed (Figure 2; Clark, 140 

1973; McGill and Sieh, 1991). This study focuses on two of these late Holocene alluvial fans and 141 

associated north-flowing drainages that have all been offset by left-lateral slip on the Garlock 142 

fault, which exhibits a prominent, linear main trace across the site (Figure 2). Minor secondary 143 

faulting ~250 m to the north does not exhibit any discernible left-lateral offset and appears only 144 

to accommodate normal slip, as expressed in several, low-relief, fault-parallel grabens. All of 145 

these features are readily discernible on high-resolution lidar digital topographic data collected 146 

along the Garlock fault as part of the U. S. National Science Foundation’s GeoEarthScope 147 

project (data available at http://www.opentopography.org/). The use of these data greatly 148 

simplified our mapping of locally subtle topographic features. 149 

Numerous well-defined offset gullies and intervening alluvial fan remnants are particularly 150 

well-expressed in the lidar imagery across the two fans at the CCW site (Figures 3 and 4). The 151 

remnant alluvial fan surfaces are generally quite planar, typically with less than ~10-15 cm of 152 

local topographic relief, most of which is related to subdued pebble-cobble bars relict from the 153 

original depositional bar-and-swale fan surface topography. A striking feature of the offset is that 154 

many 50- to 100-cm-deep gullies incised into the relict alluvial fan surfaces can be restored with 155 

a similar offset of 26.0+3.5/-2.5 m (Figures 3–5; S2–S4). This overall offset is based on a 156 

combination of field work and 3D restorations of individual geomorphic features observable in 157 

the lidar data using the LaDiCaoz reconstoration tool (Zielke et al., 2015) . Specifically, the 158 

prominent alluvial fan remnant at Site 1 (location in figure 2), where we excavated sample pits 159 

11A and 12C, as well as several other minor drainages and intervening alluvial bars (Figure 3A), 160 

are well restored with a visually preferred back-slip of 26.0+3.5/-2.5 m (Figure 5A–B). The best-161 

fitting back-slip value based on cross-correlation of topographic profiles in LaDiCaoz (25.5+4.0/-162 

2.0 m) is similar to our visually preferred restoration (Figure 5C). The well-defined eastern edge 163 

of the offset alluvial fan and associated NE-flowing drainage at Site 1 are also well-restored by 164 

back-slip of 26.0+3.5/-2.5 m (Figure 5D–E). In this case, the best-fitting back-slip value based on 165 

LaDiCaoz correlation (26.0+3.5/-2.5 m; Fig. 5F) agrees exactly with our visually preferred 166 

restoration at this site. On the eastern, Site 2 fan, back-slip of 26.0+3.5/-2.5 m restores the 167 

prominent alluvial fan remnant on which we excavated pits 12A and 12B (Figures 4A and 5G–168 

H), as well as a major NNE-flowing drainage on the eastern part of the fan and numerous smaller 169 

drainages incised into the fan surface. Our LaDiCaoz restoration of the alluvial fan remnant 170 

results in a similar optimal restoration of 25.7+3.8/-2.2 m (Figure 5I). The error limits for each of 171 

our measurements were determined by restoring the offset feature far enough about the preferred 172 

value so as to yield sedimentologically and/or structurally unreasonable reconstructions; these 173 

values define the maximum and minimum-possible offsets and thus our error limits. The 174 

similarity in the offset of all of these features from two different alluvial fans confirms that these 175 

fans have experienced the same displacements since their deposition. We combine these two sets 176 

of displacements into our preferred offset across the CCW site of 26.0+3.5/-2.5 m. 177 

 178 

3.2. Age Control – At the Christmas Canyon West site, we excavated four 1m3 pits into the two 179 

offset alluvial fans (Figures 3A & 4A). We were particularly careful to excavate the pits into the 180 

most planar parts of the relict alluvial fan surfaces farthest removed from the adjacent incised 181 

drainages. The sediments exposed within these pits in all cases consist of beige to pale brown, 182 

weakly stratified sand and sandy gravel. Bedding was defined by color and textural variations as 183 

well as by local horizontal to gently dipping pebble layers. From these pits we collected 17 184 

http://www.opentopography.org/
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luminescence dating samples, in each case as a vertical sequence of four samples (five for pit 185 

11A) at different depths down to ~80 cm. Samples were collected in steel tubes tapped into the 186 

more sand-rich horizons, and in-situ gamma spectrometer measurements were conducted at each 187 

sample position to determine the dose rate. All samples were prepared and processed at the 188 

UCLA luminescence laboratory, and were dated with the post-IR50-IRSL225 single-grain 189 

luminescence dating method (Rhodes, 2015). This newly developed method facilitates accurate 190 

dating of feldspar grains with a precision equal in many cases to radiocarbon analysis of detrital 191 

charcoal, allowing us to date previously undatable strata and landforms (see Rhodes [2015] and 192 

Supplementary data for description of the post-IR50-IRSL225 technique). 193 

 194 

At all of our sample sites, the IR50-IRSL225 luminescence ages reveal a layered fan structure 195 

composed of multiple alluvial deposits of mid- to late Holocene age. Age estimates show a high 196 

degree of internal consistency, providing confidence in these results (Table 1). Specifically, most 197 

sites had a ca. 3800 to 5,000-year-old deposit at ~0.4–0.85 m depth overlain by a much younger 198 

ca. 1900–2600-year-old deposit (Table 1; Figure 6). Several much younger ages [30 to 790 199 

calendar years before AD 2013 [hereafter, yb2013]] from the shallowest 15 cm of pits 11A and 200 

12C were collected from horizons that were paler in color, finer grained, and more friable than 201 

underlying strata. These characteristics suggest that these very young deposits may represent 202 

partial infilling of swales from the original bar-and-swale topography of the fan, perhaps with 203 

additional aeolian input. After sampling, we recognized that the oldest of these young samples 204 

(790±70 yb2013) had been collected across a boundary between the very young unit and older, 205 

more cohesive and slightly darker brown underlying alluvium. This sample yielded two distinct 206 

groupings of ages, indicating that the young deposit in Pit 11A is  790±70 yb2013, and the older, 207 

uppermost alluvial fan deposit is 2010±230 yb2013 (Figure 6). The youngest deposits exposed in 208 

the pits are clearly distinct from the underlying fluvial/alluvial strata, and we do not discuss these 209 

young ages further. 210 

 211 

As noted above, the fan surfaces have clearly been incised after deposition and stabilization by 212 

50 to 100-cm-deep, north-flowing streams. A trench excavated through pit 12A at site 2 and 213 

extending fault-parallel to the incised, active drainage to the east to illustrate this relationship 214 

revealed the sub-horizontal and laterally continuous deposits that demonstrate that the incision of 215 

these drainages, which define the offset features we measured, occurred after the deposition of 216 

the youngest alluvial deposit (Figure 7).  217 

 218 

The youngest dates from the offset alluvial deposits come from Pit 12B. In that pit, an 1860±150 219 

yb2013 sample comes from gently southeast-dipping strata that may represent the lateral 220 

propagation of an alluvial bar during alluvial fan deposition. A sample from slightly deeper, flat-221 

lying alluvium in the same pit yielded a near-identical age of 1910±150 yb2013. Inasmuch as 222 

these samples were collected from alluvium that lies below the well-preserved relict fan surface, 223 

well removed from any recent incised drainages, they must pre-date the incision event.  224 

 225 

3.3. Calculation of Slip Rates – The consistent 26.0+3.5/-2.5 m left-lateral offset of numerous 226 

geomorphic features at CCW indicates that large portions of the landscape at the site have been 227 

displaced the same amount, and therefore have experienced the same number of surface ruptures. 228 

Thus, the youngest date from the youngest alluvial deposit forming the uppermost part of the 229 

offset fans (1860 ± 150 yb2013 in pit 12B [Table 1]) can be used as the limiting maximum age 230 
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for the incision event that led to abandonment of deposition on these fans, and the resulting 231 

14.0+2.2/-1.8 mm/yr (uncertainty calculated in quadrature) slip rate represents the minimum rate for 232 

this stretch of the Garlock fault over this time interval. We note that use of either the slightly 233 

older sample from deeper in Pit 12B (1910±150 yb2013) or the youngest Unit 2 alluvial/fluvial 234 

sample from Pit 11A (2010±230 yb2013) as limiting constraints results in very similar minimum 235 

slip rate estimates (13.6+2.1/-1.7 mm/yr and 12.9+2.3/-1.9 mm/yr, respectively). Moreover, the fact 236 

that the slightly older fan remnants documented in pits 12B (2280±140 yb2013), and 12A 237 

(2620±190 yb2013), have also been offset ~26 m indicates that there was no additional fault 238 

offset (and therefore no surface ruptures) during the 150- to 700-year-long period preceding 239 

deposition and abandonment of the youngest offset fan remnant we dated in Pit 12B at ca. 1900 240 

yb2013.  241 

 242 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 243 

 244 

4.1. Temporally Variable Incremental Fault Slip Rates – The 14.0+2.2/-1.8 mm/yr minimum late 245 

Holocene rate is about twice as fast as the preferred longer-term (averaged over past 8 to 13 ka) 246 

~6.5±1.5 mm/yr rate of the central Garlock fault revealed by previous studies (Clark and Lajoie 247 

1974; Clark et al., 1984; McGill and Sieh, 1993; McGill et al., 2009; Ganev et al., 2012). This 248 

comparison indicates that the fault was slipping much faster than its average rate during the same 249 

time interval as the occurrence of the ca. 500- to 2,000-year-old, four-event earthquake cluster 250 

observed at the Dawson et al. (2003) El Paso Peaks trench site. Although we cannot be certain 251 

that the rupture histories at EPP and CCW are identical, the 27 km distance between these sites is 252 

along a straight section of the fault with no structural complexities that would impede rupture or 253 

suggest segmentation of the fault.  Moreover, the EPP site is 15 km east of the eastern end of the 254 

stepover between the western and central segments of the Garlock fault, so it seems unlikely that 255 

the EPP site would record ruptures from the western segment that failed to propagate all the way 256 

to CCW. Thus, it seems most likely that the post-1.9 ka period of rapid slip we document at 257 

CCW records slip during the four-event cluster observed at EPP. In addition, if the slip rate at the 258 

EPP site 27 km to the west is similar to what we document at CCW, as seems likely given the 259 

structural simplicity of the intervening stretch of the Garlock fault, then we can use small 260 

geomorphic offsets near the EPP site to further refine the incremental rate record (Figure 8). 261 

Specifically, near EPP McGill and Sieh (1991) measured groupings of offsets at 7 m, 14 m, and 262 

18 m, which have been interpreted to record displacements in the three most-recent earthquakes 263 

of 7 m, 7 m, and 4 m, respectively (McGill and Sieh, 1991; Dawson et al., 2003; Ganev et al., 264 

2012); we attribute the additional ~8 m of displacement at CCW (26 – 18 m) to the fourth event 265 

back, likely with some combination of somewhat different displacements in individual 266 

earthquakes at the two sites. Regardless of whether the exact same displacements occurred in 267 

these four earthquakes at the CCW and EPP sites, the IRSL ages indicate that the ~26 m of slip 268 

measured at CCW occurred during the same time period as the four-earthquake cluster observed 269 

at the Dawson et al. (2003) trench site. 270 

 271 

We infer that the incision of the ca. 1900 yb2013 fan surfaces that are now offset 26.0+3.5/-2.5 m at 272 

CCW likely occurred just prior to the fourth earthquake back (1740-1990 years ago; Dawson et 273 

al., 2003). This inference is justified because: (1) if the incision occurred after the fourth 274 

earthquake back, then the 26.0+3.5/-2.5 m of slip would have occurred in only three earthquakes, 275 

which would require >8.5 m of slip per event, which is larger than that estimated by McGill & 276 
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Sieh (1991) for any part of the central Garlock fault; and (2) the fifth earthquake back at EPP 277 

occurred over 5000 years ago (Dawson et al., 2003), well before deposition of the incised 278 

features that are now offset ~26 m.  279 

 280 

These observations indicate that the time period from the incision event at CCW to the present 281 

spans three complete earthquake cycles, plus a fourth open interval that will be completed when 282 

the next earthquake occurs. If we calculate the slip rate just using the closed, 1175-1615-year-283 

long, three-event time window for the most recent three earthquakes in the cluster observed at 284 

the EPP site from Dawson et al. (2003) and the 18 m of slip suggested by analysis of small 285 

geomorphic offsets near the EPP trench (McGill & Sieh, 1991), then the resulting slip rate would 286 

be ~13.3 ± 1.6 mm/yr, similar to the ≥14.0+2.2/-1.8 mm/yr rate described above.  287 

 288 

Interestingly, in two of the only other sites where similar comparisons can be made between 289 

incremental fault slip rates and detailed paleo-earthquake ages along strike-slip faults, both the 290 

Awatere fault at Saxton River in New Zealand (Mason et al., 2004; 2006; Gold and Cowgill, 291 

2011; Zinke et al., 2015) and the Mojave section of the San Andreas fault at Wrightwood 292 

(Weldon et al., 2004) exhibit similar behavior, with large variations in slip rate that span multiple 293 

earthquake cycles. Although the Awatere fault slip-rate data are based partially on potentially 294 

unreliable greywacke clast weathering-rind ages and the Wrightwood incremental rate data are 295 

derived from a region of complex, distributed faulting, the presence of similar, large (factor of 2-296 

10X) variations in rate raises the possibility that this is a common behavior on strike-slip faults, 297 

perhaps masked until now by the paucity of such combined earthquake age-plus-incremental slip 298 

rate data sets. If true, such behavior has fundamental implications for our understanding of how 299 

faults store and release strain energy, as well as for the stress evolution of regional fault systems 300 

and the basic controls on the system-level occurrence of earthquakes in time and space, as 301 

discussed below. It is noteworthy that the fault displacements accommodated at these two sites 302 

during the periods of anomalously rapid slip (~20 m at Wrightwood and ~40 m at Saxton River) 303 

were grossly similar to the ~26 m of slip that occurred during the 0.5-2.0 ka cluster on the central 304 

Garlock fault, perhaps suggesting that this displacement range may represent an upper limit to 305 

whatever mechanism(s) control this behavior. 306 

 307 

4.2. Earthquake supercycles and the relationship between variable fault slip rates and elastic 308 

strain accumulation rates – The combination of the CCW late Holocene rate data, the EPP 309 

paleo-earthquake ages, and previously published measurements of small geomorphic 310 

displacements and fault slip rates averaged over longer time periods allow us to construct 311 

detailed time-displacement histories for the central Garlock fault spanning mid- to late Holocene 312 

time (Figure 5). The resulting strain-release record shows that the Garlock fault experiences 313 

strain supercycles comprising multiple earthquakes and large fault displacements separated by 314 

millennia-long lulls.  315 

 316 

But how do these highly variable fault slip rates relate to the rate of elastic strain accumulation 317 

along the Garlock fault? A common simplifying assumption in studies of earthquake recurrence 318 

patterns is that the rate of elastic strain accumulation remains relatively constant from earthquake 319 

cycle to earthquake cycle (e.g., Weldon et al., 2004; Goldfinger et al., 2013; Field et al., 2015). 320 

But is this basic assumption warranted? In the case of the Garlock fault, at least, perhaps not. As 321 

noted above, most geodetically constrained models of elastic strain accumulation have suggested 322 
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to many researchers that the central Garlock fault is storing elastic strain energy at less than half 323 

of the latest Pleistocene-Holocene slip rate of ~6.5 ± 1.5 mm/yr (e.g., McClusky et al., 2001; 324 

Miller et al., 2001; Peltzer et al., 2001; Meade & Hager, 2005; Dolan et al., 2007; Oskin et al., 325 

2008; McGill et al., 2009; Loveless and Meade, 2011). Moreover, the current geodetic velocity 326 

field shows primarily fault-perpendicular, northwest-southeast right-lateral shear (e.g., Savage et 327 

al., 1990; Peltzer et al., 2001; McGill et al., 2009), rather than obvious east-west, left-lateral 328 

elastic strain accumulation, as would be expected along the sinistral Garlock fault if it had a 329 

ductile root that was actively creeping today.  330 

 331 

Some researchers (e.g., Chuang and Johnson [2011], Johnson [2013], and Platt & Becker 332 

[2013]) have suggested that this apparent transiently slow slip-deficit rate is not real, but the Platt 333 

and Becker (2013) model results do not match latest Pleistocene-Holocene geologic rates (Hatem 334 

and Dolan, 2015). The Johnson (2013) model gives slip rates for the Garlock fault that are 335 

comparable to Holocene rates for some segments if viscoelastic seismic cycle effects (e.g. 336 

Savage and Prescott, 1978) are taken into account. This is in large part because Johnson [2013] 337 

assumes that the Garlock fault is in the late stages of an earthquake cycle, as do Chuang and 338 

Johnson (2011). Considering the 3300-year-long, post-5 ka absence of earthquakes documented 339 

at EPP relative to current, ca. 450-year-long period since most recent earthquake at EPP, this 340 

may or may not be true. Also, it is worth noting that another study making use of different 341 

viscosity structures and earthquake chronologies suggests that viscoelastic earthquake cycle-342 

related perturbations to surface velocities are too small to affect block model-inferred slip rates 343 

on the Garlock fault (Hearn et al., 2013). 344 

 345 

If the apparent geologic-geodetic rate discrepancy for the Garlock fault is real, as suggested by 346 

most studies, the rate of elastic strain accumulation must vary significantly over the timescales of 347 

one to a few earthquakes, since the rates of strain accumulation and release must balance when 348 

averaged over numerous earthquakes. This discrepancy suggests that the Garlock fault may 349 

experience two different modes of behavior, with alternating periods of slower-than-average 350 

strain accumulation balanced by periods of faster-than-average rates.  351 

  352 

4.3. Possible controls on earthquake supercycle behavior  – These observations suggest the 353 

possibility that the rate of elastic strain accumulation in the seismogenic upper crust may be 354 

slower during lulls in earthquake activity and faster during clusters (e.g., Dolan et al. 2007). For 355 

example, if the c. 3,300-year-long lull in earthquake activity between c. 2 ka and 5 ka (Dawson 356 

et al., 2003) was characterized by an elastic strain accumulation rate that is much slower than the 357 

long-term average (similar to the current phase of slow strain accumulation), then strain 358 

accumulation rates must have been much faster than average during and/or immediately 359 

preceding the four-earthquake cluster observed at the El Paso Peaks site. Interestingly, 360 

geodetically constrained models of elastic strain accumulation along the Mojave section of the 361 

San Andreas fault suggest similar temporal variations in rate, with current rates being much 362 

slower than the long-term fault slip rate (e.g., Argus et al., 2005; Loveless and Meade, 2011). For 363 

example, Loveless and Meade (2011), using the Southern California Earthquake Center’s 364 

comprehensive CFM-R model of 3D fault geometries, estimated a slip-deficit rate (referred to by 365 

some as a “geodetic slip rate”) along the Mojave section of the SAF of only 16 mm/yr, relative to 366 

geologic slip rates on the Mojave section of ~30–40 mm/yr (Weldon et al., 2004; Weldon and 367 

Fumal, 2005; Sickler et al., 2006; Pruitt et al., 2009). Thus, as with the large variations in fault 368 
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slip rate observed on both the Garlock and San Andreas faults (Weldon et al., 2004; this study), 369 

the rate of elastic strain accumulation may also vary significantly, beyond the level that might be 370 

expected from visco-elastic earthquake-cycle effects (e.g., Meade and Hager, 2004). These data 371 

fit the model of Dolan et al. (2007), in which they suggested that the Garlock and San Andreas 372 

act as a mechanically complementary, integrated pair, and that both faults are currently in 373 

periods of relatively slow strain accumulation and release.  374 

 375 

Various mechanisms have been suggested to explain such behavior, focusing mainly on: (1) 376 

ways to alternately strengthen and weaken the fault either in the brittle, upper crust, or the ductile 377 

lower crust, or both; or (2) variations in the stress evolution of the system; or, more 378 

speculatively, (3) variations in the overall rate of energy input into the system (i.e., changes in 379 

relative plate motion rates). One example of the first type of mechanism, suggested by Dolan et 380 

al. (2007), is that the ductile roots of the fault strain harden during periods of rapid slip along the 381 

seismogenic parts of the fault (e.g., during an earthquake cluster), with strain hardening 382 

processes occurring at rates that temporarily overwhelm counteracting annealing processes. This 383 

leads to a lull in lower crustal ductile shear, and consequently in upper crustal strain 384 

accumulation and earthquakes. During such a lull, plate boundary strain is accommodated 385 

preferentially on other faults, and the fault experiencing the lull gradually weakens as a result of 386 

annealing (Dolan et al., 2007). This behavior could result in the relative strength of regional fault 387 

networks switching such that deep, ductile strain is accommodated on the weakest fault in the 388 

system at any given time (Dolan et al., 2007). Another possibility is that this behavior may be 389 

driven by the (random) occurrence of the first event in a cluster, which may serve to somehow 390 

weaken the lower crustal shear zone below the fault. For example, Oskin et al. (2008) suggested 391 

that the first earthquake in a cluster may release fluids downward into the ductile roots of the 392 

fault zone, weakening it and allowing faster creep rates, which in turn would drive faster elastic 393 

strain accumulation in the upper crust and more frequent earthquakes. Both of these potential 394 

mechanisms are consistent with the ductile roots of major faults being mechanically stronger 395 

during lulls and weaker at the onset of and/or during a cluster. 396 

 397 

Several studies have suggested that strain release during individual earthquakes may lag behind 398 

the rate of elastic strain accumulation during the preceding interseismic period, leading to a well 399 

of “extra” elastic strain energy that can be released in either very large-magnitude events and/or 400 

brief earthquake clusters, with the crust effectively acting as an elastic strain capacitor (e.g., 401 

Cisternos et al., 2005; Fay and Humphreys, 2006; Sieh et al., 2008, Goldfinger et al., 2013). 402 

Indeed, it is difficult to explain observations such as the exceptionally fast SAF slip rate (~89 403 

mm/yr) during the AD 600-900, five-earthquake pulse documented at Wrightwood by Weldon et 404 

al. (2004) without there being significant stored elastic strain energy available prior to the first 405 

earthquake in the sequence. However, while in our view the crust likely is capable of storing 406 

significant amounts of elastic strain energy, this mechanism, by itself, does not readily explain 407 

why faults would accumulate tens of meters of potential fault slip (i.e., elastic strain energy) 408 

prior to breaking in the first event of an anomalously rapid, multi-earthquake strain pulse. Unless 409 

there is some as-yet-unidentified mechanism by which upper crustal faults can strengthen over 410 

multiple earthquake cycles such that the fault becomes more resistant to slip during lulls (e.g., 411 

centennial- to millennial-term changes in constitutive properties of fault-zone rocks), and less 412 

resistant to slip during periods of rapid slip, this suggests that the rate of elastic strain 413 

accumulation may also increase just prior to and/or during the period of anomalously rapid slip.  414 
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 415 

Models of simulated patterns of seismicity suggest another possibility in which episodic, 416 

fundamental reorganizations of the mode of strain energy release are driven by changes in the 417 

entropy of stress distributions along the fault; small total variations in stress state along the fault 418 

(i.e., a relatively coherent stress field) will favor the occurrence of large-magnitude events 419 

involving long sections of the fault, whereas large variations in the state of stress (i.e., a highly 420 

irregular, disordered stress field) will favor periods of much lower strain release and a more 421 

random distribution of smaller earthquake magnitudes (Sornette & Sammis, 1995; Bowman et 422 

al., 1998; Dahmen et al., 1998; Ben-Zion et al., 1999; Sammis and Smith, 1999; Sammis & 423 

Sornette, 2002). Although this model is attractive for explaining the occurrence of any single 424 

large-magnitude earthquake (e.g., 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku, Japan), it fails to explain why the 425 

Garlock fault would generate four near-Mmax (~Mw≥7.5) ruptures during a brief cluster. 426 

 427 

Another possible model arises from the geologically complicated nature of plate boundary 428 

deformation in southern California. The storage and release of elastic strain energy on the 429 

Garlock fault in large earthquakes does not occur in isolation, and stress interactions from 430 

earthquakes on nearby faults will influence the behavior of the Garlock fault. At the latitude of 431 

the Garlock fault, relative plate boundary motion is dominated by slip on the San Andreas fault, 432 

which stores and releases energy 4-7 times faster than the Garlock fault (~30–40 mm/yr vs. ~5–8 433 

mm/yr). Thus, any consistent changes in the Coulomb Failure Function (∆CFF) “stressing rate” 434 

on the Garlock fault will be dominated by the effects of SAF slip.  435 

 436 

For example, although the Weldon et al. (2004) slip-rate record for the Mojave section of the San 437 

Andreas fault at Wrightwood overlaps with only the most recent 1400 years of the central 438 

Garlock fault record, this allows comparison of at least the latter part of the 0.5-2 ka Garlock 439 

cluster. Interestingly, as shown in figure 9, the two most recent earthquakes in the Garlock 440 

cluster (dawson et al., 2003) correlate with a period of exceptionally rapid slip during a sequence 441 

of large SAF earthquakes (ca. 675-950 AD Garlock fault earthquake) and one of the largest-442 

displacement earthquakes on the SAF in the Wrightwood record (ca. 1450-1640 AD Garlock 443 

fault earthquake). ∆CFF stress modeling (Rollins et al., 2011; McAuliffe et al., 2013) indicates 444 

that whereas slip on the SAF northwest of the Garlock fault intersection will inhibit slip on the 445 

Garlock fault, slip on the Mojave section of the SAF southwest of the Garlock intersection will 446 

encourage failure of the western part of the Garlock fault, and vice versa. Thus, periods of rapid 447 

slip on the Mojave section of the SAF may trigger individual earthquakes on the Garlock fault 448 

(or vice versa).  449 

 450 

But what about longer-term stress interactions between the Garlock and San Andreas faults? At 451 

the multi-millennial time scales of the Garlock fault cluster and lull, displacement will occur in 452 

dozens of SAF “Big Ones” along the entire fault. Thus, the SAF can be viewed at these time 453 

scales as a continuously slipping feature. ∆CFF modeling of this situation demonstrates that slip 454 

along the entire central and southern SAF will encourage failure of the western Garlock fault 455 

(Lin & Stein, 2004), which in turn will encourage failure of the central Garlock fault (McAuliffe 456 

et al., 2013). Moreover, as noted above, the “Coulomb stressing rate” of the Garlock fault will be 457 

dominated by the behavior of the San Andreas fault, because of the much faster slip rate along 458 

the San Andreas.  459 

 460 
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Could the behavior of the Garlock fault be related to alternating periods of faster and slower slip 461 

on the San Andrea s, with attendant increases and decreases in ∆CFF stressing rate along the 462 

Garlock fault? In other words, could there be millennia-long periods of ∆CFF “stressing-rate 463 

enhancement” affecting the Garlock fault alternating with equally long-duration stressing-rate 464 

“shadows” caused by long-term decreases in SAF slip rate? If so, then clusters along the Garlock 465 

fault should correlate with periods of faster-than-average SAF slip rate, and Garlock fault lulls 466 

should occur when the SAF is slipping at a slower-than-average rate. Although the mid- to late 467 

Holocene SAF slip rate is not well constrained beyond a few key sites (e.g., Wallace Creek along 468 

the central SAF [Sieh & Jahns, 1984]; Little Rock Creek on the northwestern Mojave section of 469 

the SAF [Weldon & Fumal, 2005; Sickler et al., 2006; Pruitt et al., 2009]; Wrightwood along the 470 

southeastern part of the Mojave segment of the SAF [Weldon et al., 2004]), there is no evidence 471 

to suggest that the SAF was slipping faster than average during the 0.5-2 ka cluster or slower 472 

than average during the c. 2 – 5 ka Garlock fault lull. We emphasize, however, that more mid-473 

Holocene incremental rate data are needed from the central and southern SAF to test this idea. 474 

Moreover, even if such data do come to light in future studies, this raises the question: Why 475 

would the SAF slow down significantly during the key period c. 2-5 ka, and then speed up 476 

during the 0.5-2.0 ka Garlock fault earthquake cluster? Such behavior might suggest that either 477 

the SAF was storing elastic strain energy more slowly than average during the Garlock fault lull, 478 

which in turn might suggest a stronger ductile root beneath the San Andreas fault during this 479 

period, or that the constitutive properties of the seismogenic part of the fault changed such that 480 

the SAF became more resistant to slip during the Garlock lull, thus reducing the Coulomb 481 

stressing rate on the Garlock fault caused by SAF slip.  482 

 483 

Finally, although short-term relative plate motion rates documented by geodesy generally match 484 

those documented with much longer-term (million year) rates from global plate motion models 485 

(e.g., DeMets et al., 1994) along most plate boundaries (e.g., Sella et al., 2002), relative plate 486 

motion rates could potentially vary over the time scales we discuss here, perhaps in relation to 487 

clusters of extremely large earthquakes that temporarily modify the entire relative motion rate 488 

(e.g., Anderson, 1975). Comprehensive documentation of millennial fault slip rates along all 489 

faults in the plate boundary, similar to the compilation of Humphreys and Weldon (1994), 490 

together with geodynamical modeling that explicitly incorporates such behavior, may help 491 

address this possibility.  492 

 493 

In summary, the major variations in incremental slip rate on the Garlock and San Andreas faults, 494 

together with evidence suggestive of potentially coordinated slip behavior and likely temporally 495 

transient strain accumulation along both faults, suggests that there may be multiple controls 496 

acting across a range of temporal and spatial scales. These include those processes modulating 497 

the timing and location of individual ruptures (e.g., Coulomb stressing-rate interactions), as well 498 

as longer-term controls that govern the timing and recurrence characteristics of earthquake 499 

clusters and the waxing and waning of elastic strain accrual and release rates. While the causes 500 

remain poorly understood, the increasing number of such observations suggests that such 501 

behaviors may be common, with basic implications for our understanding of how faults store and 502 

release strain energy. These results are particularly germane to probabilistic seismic hazard 503 

assessment, as we discuss below.  504 

 505 
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4.4. Implications for Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment – Models of fault behavior based 506 

on the variability in earthquake recurrence intervals and displacements have long been used as 507 

the basis for renewal models used in probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA). 508 

Specifically, earthquakes have been suggested to be either time- or slip-predictable (Shimazaki & 509 

Nakata, 1980). That is, that the time to the next earthquake will depend on displacement in the 510 

previous event, or the slip in an earthquake depends on the time since the previous earthquake, 511 

respectively. While attractive in their simplicity, the reliability of these seismicity models 512 

remains a key unknown in current PSHA.  513 

 514 

An important caveat to the applicability of these models is that they both assume a constant rate 515 

of elastic strain accumulation (i.e., a constant fault “loading” rate). Thus, if faults experience 516 

varying loading rates through time then these models cannot be used to accurately predict future 517 

events along that fault. As discussed above, both the Garlock and San Andreas faults may 518 

experience exactly such major variations in loading rates, rendering the use of time- and slip-519 

predictable models problematic. Inasmuch as these are two of the best-documented faults in the 520 

world in terms of our ability to compare short-term geodetic and longer-term geologic rates, the 521 

violation of this underlying assumption in such models raises issues of basic concern regarding 522 

their continued use as primary inputs into PSHA. 523 

 524 

Interestingly, as shown in figure 9, analysis of the Wrightwood incremental slip rate data from 525 

Weldon et al. (2004) suggests that within any 3- to 5-event strain cycle, whether faster or slower 526 

than average, the average rate within each interval is approximately matched at the time scale of 527 

individual earthquakes by slip in those earthquakes. In other words, the fault appears to be 528 

maintaining a relatively constant slip rate within each of these cycles. This observation would 529 

appear to be consistent with the notion of the fault “keeping up” with a relatively constant 530 

loading rate within any part of the strain cycle. In turn, this inference holds the promise of using 531 

such slip-deficit rates as key inputs into probabilistic seismic hazard assessments, with perhaps a 532 

better chance of forecasting the occurrence of future events relative to the use of long-term fault 533 

slip rates that average over multiple strain super-cycles. For example, it is noteworthy that the 534 

current extremely long open interval since the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake (e.g., Scharer et al., 535 

2010) is from the same section of the SAF from which geodetic slip-deficit rates indicate a much 536 

slower-than-average rate of elastic strain accumulation (e.g., Loveless and Meade, 2011). Such 537 

observations raise basic questions about the current state of probabilistic seismic hazard 538 

assessment strategies and suggest that future efforts consider the possibility of temporally 539 

variable loading rates.  540 

 541 

If rates of elastic strain accumulation increase before or during clusters, and decrease during 542 

lulls, as appears likely based on the available data from the Garlock fault and the Mojave section 543 

of the San Andreas, then the recognition of such transiently variable fault loading rates becomes 544 

of paramount importance for developing more accurate seismic hazard forecasts. The need to 545 

recognize such strain transients, which we suspect may be quite subtle in some instances, 546 

highlights the importance of documenting detailed incremental geologic fault slip rates for use in 547 

comparison with shorter-term geodetic slip-deficit rates. Such comparisons hold the potential for 548 

determining as part of next-generation seismic hazard assessments whether a fault is acting in 549 

“slow” or “fast” mode, with commensurately lower or higher time-dependent seismic hazard. 550 

 551 
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 818 

Figure captions 819 

 820 

Figure 1. Map of the Garlock fault (white) and other major active faults (gray) around the 821 

Mojave region of southern California, including the Mojave section of the San Andreas fault 822 

(SAF).  White star shows location of Christmas Canyon West (CCW) study area. White circles 823 

shows locations of other slip-rate sites; CW is Clark Wash site of McGill et al. (2009); KL is 824 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tecto.2014.11.004
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Koehn Lake site of Clark and Lajoie (1974); SR is Summit Range site of Ganev et al. (2012; 825 

their site 449100); SLS is Searles Lake shoreline site of McGill and Sieh (1993); and SLR is 826 

Slate Range site of Ritasse et el. (2013). White squares show locations of paleoseismic sites at El 827 

Paso Peaks (EPP) 27 km west of CCW site (Dawson et al., 2003) along the central Garlock fault, 828 

at Wrightwood (W) on Mojave section of SAF (Weldon et al., 2004),  and at Twin Lakes (TL) 829 

along western Garlock fault (Madugo et al., 2012). B – Barstow; M – Mojave; R – Ridgecrest; T 830 

– Trona. 831 

 832 

Figure 2. Interpreted GeoEarthScope lidar hillshade image of the Christmas Canyon West study 833 

area showing the two main study sites. Figure is centered on the main fault trace at N35.5213°, 834 

W117.383°. Colors show different alluvial fan surfaces mapped on the basis of lidar data, color 835 

aerial photographs, and field work. Faults mapped on lidar data shown by red lines. No obvious 836 

left-lateral displacement is observed on the secondary faults to the north of the main strand; these 837 

appear to accommodate only normal dip-slip. Boxes outline detailed study sites 1 and 2 838 

discussed in text. 839 

 840 

Figure 3. Interpreted GeoEarthScope lidar hillshade (A and B) and slope-aspect (C and D) maps 841 

of the western Site 1 at Christmas Canyon West study site (white star in Figure 1; detailed 842 

location of site shown in figure 2). Different colors on the slope aspect maps show the azimuth at 843 

which that point on the landscape is sloping. A and C show current topography; B and D show 844 

the landscape after restoration of preferred 26 m of fault slip at this site (see text for discussion). 845 

Colors in A and B denote interpreted alluvial fan surfaces (see also figure 2). White squares in A 846 

indicate locations of luminescence sample pits 11A and 12C. 847 

 848 

Figure 4. Interpreted GeoEarthScope lidar hillshade (A and B) and slope-aspect (C and D) maps 849 

of eastern Site 2 at Christmas Canyon West study site (white star in Figure 1; detailed location of 850 

site shown in figure 2). Different colors on the slope aspect maps show the azimuth at which that 851 

point on the landscape is sloping. A and C show current topography; B and D show the 852 

landscape after restoration of preferred 26 m of fault slip at this site (see text for discussion). 853 

Colors in A and B denote interpreted alluvial fan surfaces (see also figure 2). White squares in A 854 

indicate locations of luminescence sample pits 12A and 12B; dashed box indicates location of 855 

small trench (figure 8) extending eastward from sample pit 12A excavated parallel to the fault to 856 

document relationship between incised, offset drainages and internal fan stratigraphy.  857 

 858 

Figure 5. Restorations of geomorphically prominent offset features at CCW using the LaDiCaoz 859 

tool (Zielke et al., 2015). (A–C) Restoration of alluvial fan remnants and associated incised 860 

drainages at western CCW Site 1; (D–F) restoration of incised drainage defining southeastern 861 

edge of alluvial fan remnant at CCW Site 1, ~85 m east of feature shown in A-C; and (G–I) 862 

alluvial fan remnant and associated incised drainages at eastern CCW Site 2. The left panel of 863 

each row (A, D, G) shows the fault trace (pale blue ENE-trending line), topographic profiles 864 

used in the LaDiCaoz restoration (red and dark blue, ENE-trending lines), and the traces of the 865 

prominent offset features (red and dark blue dots, yellow lines) used in the restorations. Purple 866 

squares indicate projection of offset features to the fault. The middle panel of each row (B, E, H) 867 

shows our visually preferred 26 m restorations of each prominent feature. Right panels (C, F, I) 868 

show LaDiCaoz misfit derived from cross-correlating incrementally back-slipped topographic 869 
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profiles (see Zielke et al., 2015). Full results of these LaDiCaoz restoration are shown in Data 870 

Repository figures S2–S4.  871 

 872 

Figure 6. Single grain K-feldspar post-IR IRSL data for youngest samples from unit 2 (the 873 

youngest alluvial fan unit we encountered at the CCW site) in each of our four sample pits, 874 

illustrating the method used in determining depositional ages (see Rhodes [2015] for further 875 

discussion). Each graph shows the equivalent dose estimates determined for that sample (labels 876 

to left of plots) for single grains, with results arranged in rank order sensitivity with data from the 877 

most sensitive grains to the left of each plot. For each of the four samples shown, 400 grains 878 

were measured, providing between 41 (J0116, J0294) and 63 (J0303) individual De estimates. 879 

Colored data points show grains that were included in age estimate calculations, open symbols 880 

represent data rejected from analysis. For two samples, small numbers of outlying low De value 881 

grains were rejected from the analysis (J0294, 1 grain; J0303, 2 grains), interpreted as post-882 

depositional intrusive grains transported by bioturbation processes such as burrowing. For the 883 

remaining data, the statistical procedure described by Rhodes (2015) was used to select a 884 

combined equivalent dose estimate consistent with the minimum De values, using an over-885 

dispersion value of 15% (red dashed lines). Note the high degree of consistency in this minimum 886 

value, in particular for samples J0294, J0298 and J0303. For sample J0116, which was 887 

inadvertently sampled across a sedimentary unit boundary between post-alluvial Unit 1 (likely 888 

representative of incipient infilling of depositional alluvial fan swales, possibly with an aeolian 889 

component) and unit 2, the shallowest alluvial fan unit we encountered, that was not clear when 890 

the pit was first excavated, we note a grouping of higher equivalent dose values, and have 891 

applied a finite mixture model to isolate a second De value shown in blue. We consider this value 892 

represents the depositional age for the shallowest alluvial unit in sample Pit 11A (i.e., alluvial fan 893 

Unit 2); our slip rate reconstructions are consistent with this, but do not require it to be so.  894 

 895 

Figure 7. Log of North wall of trench excavated parallel to the Garlock fault to illustrate the 896 

relationship between the dated fan stratigraphy and the offset, incised channels used to determine 897 

the slip rate. Note sub-horizontal, laterally continuous alluvial fan strata of units 2-4 (post-898 

alluvial unit 1 was not encountered at this location) that were erosionally truncated by incision of 899 

the offset drainage to the east (“active wash” in figure). This relationship demonstrates that 900 

incision of the now-offset drainages occurred after fan abandonment; indeed, we interpret the 901 

initial incision as the event that marks termination of active alluvial/fluvial deposition on the 902 

fans. Post-IR IRSL luminescence sample locations in pit 12A are shown by yellow circles at left 903 

edge of trench log; area of trench to left of “fold line” shows the west wall of sample pit 12A, 904 

which formed the western end of the trench (see figure 4a for location). Sub-rounded gray shapes 905 

denote large individual clasts. Depth and width are based on an arbitrary datum.  906 

 907 

Figure 8. (A) Inferred incremental slip history of the central Garlock fault (solid red line) based 908 

on Christmas Canyon West ca. 1.9 ka slip rate (this study), paleo-earthquake ages from Dawson 909 

et al. (2003), mapping of small geomorphic offsets by McGill and Sieh (1991), and latest 910 

Pleistocene-early Holocene slip rates of McGill et al. (2009) and Ganev et al. (2012); thin, black 911 

vertical lines denote error ranges on paleo-earthquake ages. Suggested offsets in the ca. 5 ka and 912 

7 ka earthquakes are based on inferred average offsets in the four most-recent earthquakes 913 

observed at EPP, assuming that the ~26 m of slip we document at the CCW site in this study also 914 

characterizes the total displacement at the EPP trench site of Dawson et al. (2003) during the 915 
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same time frame. Dashed red lines show possible early Holocene slip rates that would be 916 

required to explain both the well-constrained  mid- to late Holocene incremental slip record and 917 

the longer-term rates of McGill et al. (2009) and Ganev et al. (2012). Lower panel shows age 918 

ranges of paleo-earthquakes from Dawson et al. (2003) El Paso Peaks trench site. 919 

 920 

Figure 9. Plot showing incremental pattern of cumulative displacement on the Garlock and San 921 

Andreas faults over the past ca. 1600 years. Green line shows displacements and ages of two 922 

most recent Garlock fault earthquakes inferred from paleoseismic data of Dawson et al. (2003) 923 

and measurements of small geomorphic offsets from McGill and Sieh (1991). Orange boxes 924 

show age uncertainties for the most recent event and the penultimate event on the Garlock fault 925 

from Dawson et al. (2003). Small black crosses show displacement data for individual San 926 

Andreas fault surface ruptures and dashed blue line shows inferred incremental San Andreas 927 

fault slip rate curve based on those data from the Wrightwood site (Weldon et al., 2004).  The 928 

incremental rate curve is drawn slightly differently from original curve in Weldon et al. (2004) to 929 

emphasize: (a) very slow SAF slip rate during the ca. 500-year-long period between 850–1550 930 

AD earthquakes; and (b) the large displacement in the ca. 1500-1550 AD earthquake.  931 

 932 

Table 1. Results of single-grain post-IR IRSL dating from the Christmas Canyon West site. 933 

 934 

 935 

Supplementary Information Figure Captions 936 

 937 

Supplementary figure S1. Uninterpreted lidar hillshade image of Christmas Canyon West study 938 

site showing the locations of our two study sites.  939 

 940 

Supplementary figure S2. LaDiCaoz restoration of western alluvial fan remnant at Site 1 (on 941 

which pits 11A and 12C were excavated; see figure 3 in main text) and associated incised 942 

drainages. (A) Note fault trace (pale blue line), fault-parallel topographic profiles (dark blue and 943 

red lines), and along-feature profiles (dark blue and red dots, yellow lines) used din the 944 

reconstructions. Purple squares show projections of the offset features to the fault trace. Image is 945 

rendered by digitally draping lidar-derived topography (green-red colors) on top of a lidar 946 

hillshade map of the site. One meter contour intervals. Yellow dots bound the western lateral 947 

extent of the northern alluvial fan remnant. (B) Base image is similar to (A), but has been back-948 

slipped by 23.5 m – the minimum sedimentologically plausible amount offset based on visual 949 

analysis. (C) Similar to (B), but back-slipped by 25.5 m, the optimal fit (i.e., minimum “misfit”) 950 

based on LaDiCaoz cross-correlation of fault-parallel topographic profiles shown in (A). (D) 951 

Visually preferred restoration of 26.0 m, in close agreement with the optimal value determined 952 

by LaDiCaoz analysis. (E) Maximum sedimentologically plausible restoration of 29.5 m, based 953 

on visual analysis. (F) Topographic profiles from lidar swaths shown by red and dark blue fault-954 

parallel lines in (A). Profiles are back-slipped according to the optimal topogrpahic fit 955 

determined by LaDiCaoz (25.5 m). (G) Topographic misfit as a function of horizontal 956 

displacement determined by cross-correlation of incrementally back-slipped topographic profiles 957 

(Zielke et al., 2015), showing minimum misfit at optimal 25.5 m for LaDiCaoz restoration.  958 

 959 

Supplementary figure S3. LaDiCaoz restoration of prominent incised eastern edge of CCW Site 960 

1 alluvial fan remnant associated incised  drainage (location in figure 3 in main text). (A) Note 961 
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fault trace (pale blue line), fault-parallel topographic profiles (dark blue and red lines), and 962 

along-feature profiles (dark blue and red dots, yellow lines) used in the reconstructions. Purple 963 

squares show projections of the offset features to the fault trace. Image is rendered by digitally 964 

draping lidar-derived topography (green-red colors) on top of a lidar hillshade map of the site. 965 

One meter contour intervals. Yellow dots bracket the eastern lateral extent of the northern 966 

alluvial fan remnant. (B) Base image is similar to (A), but has been back-slipped by 23.5 m – the 967 

minimum sedimentologically plausible amount offset based on visual analysis. (C) Similar to 968 

(B), but back-slipped by 26.0 m, the optimal fit (i.e., minimum “misfit”) based on LaDiCaoz 969 

cross-correlation of fault-parallel topographic profiles shown in (A). (D) Visually preferred 970 

restoration of 26.0 m is identical to the optimal value determined by LaDiCaoz analysis. (E) 971 

Maximum sedimentologically plausible restoration of 29.5 m, based on visual analysis. (F) 972 

Topographic profiles from lidar swaths shown by red and dark blue fault-parallel lines in (A). 973 

Profiles are back-slipped according to the optimal topographic fit determined by LaDiCaoz (25.5 974 

m). (G) Topographic misfit as a function of horizontal displacement determined by cross-975 

correlation of incrementally back-slipped topographic profiles (Zielke et al., 2015), showing 976 

minimum misfit at optimal 26.0 m for LaDiCaoz restoration.  977 

 978 

Supplementary figure S4. LaDiCaoz restoration of alluvial fan remnant at Site 2 (on which pits 979 

12A and 12B were excavated; see figure 3 in main text) and associated incised drainages. (A) 980 

Note fault trace (pale blue line), fault-parallel topographic profiles (dark blue and red lines), and 981 

along-feature profiles (dark blue and red dots, yellow lines) used din the reconstructions. Purple 982 

squares show projections of the offset features to the fault trace. Image is rendered by digitally 983 

draping lidar-derived topography (green-red colors) on top of a lidar hillshade map of the site. 984 

One meter contour intervals. Yellow dots bracket the eastern lateral extent of the northern 985 

alluvial fan remnant. (B) Base image is similar to (A), but has been back-slipped by 23.5 m – the 986 

minimum sedimentologically plausible amount offset based on visual analysis. (C) Similar to 987 

(B), but back-slipped by 25.7 m, the optimal fit (i.e., minimum “misfit”) based on LaDiCaoz 988 

cross-correlation of fault-parallel topographic profiles shown in (A). (D) Visually preferred 989 

restoration of 26.0 m is identical to the optimal value determined by LaDiCaoz analysis. (E) 990 

Maximum sedimentologically plausible restoration of 29.5 m, based on visual analysis. (F) 991 

Topographic profiles from lidar swaths shown by red and dark blue fault-parallel lines in (A). 992 

Profiles are back-slipped according to the optimal topographic fit determined by LaDiCaoz (25.5 993 

m). (G) Topographic misfit as a function of horizontal displacement determined by cross-994 

correlation of incrementally back-slipped topographic profiles (Zielke et al., 2015), showing 995 

minimum misfit at optimal 25.7 m for LaDiCaoz restoration.  996 

 997 

Supplementary figure S5. Annotated photo log of sample Pit 11A (Site 1, south of fault) 998 

showing sample locations relative to stratigraphy exposed in the pit. Units 2 and 3 are medium 999 

brown alluvial/fluvial sands that are overlain in this pit by much paler-colored, friable post-1000 

alluvial fan unit 1. Note that sample J0116 was inadvertently collected across the stratigraphic 1001 

boundary between units 1 and 2, which was not readily apparent until after the pit walls had 1002 

dried somewhat, when the very different drying characteristics of units 1 and 2 became apparent. 1003 

As is typical in all four pits from both alluvial fans studied at the CCW site, Unit 1 yielded very 1004 

young ages (30±20 yb2013 and 790±70 yb2013 in this pit), whereas alluvial fan Unit 2 yielded a 1005 

late Holocene age (2010±230 yb2013), and underlying alluvial fan Unit 3 yielded much older 1006 

ages (3760±230 yb2013 and 3810±270 yb2013 in this pit). 1007 
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 1008 

Supplementary figure S6. Annotated photo log of sample Pit 12A (Site 2, south of fault) 1009 

showing sample locations relative to stratigraphy exposed in the pit. Units 2, 3 a, 3b, and 3c are 1010 

different alluvial/fluvial beds distinguished by textural and color differences. Some bedding 1011 

planes are locally defined by gravel beds and lenses. This pit formed the western end of the short 1012 

trench we excavated to better illustrate the relationship between the sub-horizontally bedded 1013 

alluvial fan stratigraphy and the pos-fan abandonment incised drainges. As is typical in all four 1014 

pits from both alluvial fans studied at the CCW site, uppermost alluvial fan Unit 2 yielded a late 1015 

Holocene age (2620±190 yb2013 in this pit), and underlying alluvial fan Unit 3 yielded much 1016 

older ages (4550±370 yb2013, 4740±290 yb2013, and 4470±360 yb2013 in this pit); post-1017 

alluvial fan Unit 1 was not encountered in this pit. 1018 

 1019 

Supplementary figure S7. Annotated photo log of sample Pit 12B (Site 2, north of fault) 1020 

showing sample locations relative to stratigraphy exposed in the pit. Sandy units 2, 3 a, 3b, and 1021 

3c are different alluvial/fluvial beds distinguished by textural and color differences. Some 1022 

bedding planes are locally defined by gravel beds and lenses. Note that whereas sample J0298 1023 

(1860±150 yb2013) comes from gently southeast-dipping beds, underlying sample J099 1024 

(1910±150 yb2013), which yielded an almost identical IRSL age, was collected from a flat-lying 1025 

alluvial bed. As is typical in all four pits from both alluvial fans studied at the CCW site, older 1026 

alluvial fan Unit 3 yielded much older ages (4470±360 yb2013 and 7240±290 yb2013 in this 1027 

pit); post-alluvial fan Unit 1 was not sampled in this pit.  1028 

 1029 

Supplementary figure S8. Annotated photo log of sample Pit 12C (Site 1, north of fault) 1030 

showing sample locations relative to stratigraphy exposed in the pit. Units 2 and 3 are different 1031 

alluvial/fluvial beds distinguished by textural and color differences. These alluvial fan strata are 1032 

overlain in this pit by much paler-colored, friable post-alluvial fan unit. Note that some bedding 1033 

planes are locally defined by gravel beds and lenses. As is typical in all four pits from both 1034 

alluvial fans studied at the CCW site, Unit 1 yielded a very young age (520±60 yb2013) in this 1035 

pit, whereas Unit 2 yielded a late Holocene age (2280±140 yb2013 in this pit), and underlying 1036 

Unit 3 yielded much older ages (4980±340 yb2013 and 5360±330 yb2013 in this pit). 1037 

 1038 

 1039 

IRSL Data Respository Text: Sample Preparation and Dating Methods 1040 

 1041 

Samples were opened and prepared in the laboratory at UCLA under low-intensity red 1042 

and amber lighting. Potassium feldspar grains of 175-200µm were separated from the central, 1043 

unexposed, portion of each sample; following wet sieving to isolate the correct grain size range, 1044 

samples were treated in dilute HCl to remove carbonate, dried, and the potassium feldspar 1045 

component floated off using a lithium metatungstate (LMT) solution with a density of 2.58 1046 

g.cm3. After rinsing, samples were treated in 10% hydrofluoric acid for 10 minutes to etch the 1047 

outer surfaces of each feldspar grain, dried, and sieved at 175µm to remove small fragments. 1048 

Between 200 and 600 K-feldspar grains of each sample were measured using a post-IR 1049 

IRSL SAR (single aliquot regenerative-dose) protocol modified for single grains from Buylaert 1050 

et al. (2009), documented in Rhodes (2015). Measurements were made in a Risø TL-DA-20CD 1051 

automated luminescence reader, fitted with an XY single grain attachment incorporating a 150 1052 

mW 830 nm IR laser passed through a single RG-780 filter to reduce resonance emission at 415 1053 
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nm, used at 90% power for 2.5s. All measurements were made using a BG3 and BG39 filter 1054 

combination, allowing transmission around 340 - 470 nm to an EMI 9235QB photomultiplier 1055 

tube. For the natural measurement, and following each regenerative-dose and test dose 1056 

application, a preheat of 250ºC for 60s was administered. IRSL was measured (for 2.5s for each 1057 

grain) at 50ºC, and then subsequently at 225ºC (for the post-IR determination). Following a test 1058 

dose of 9Gy, an identical preheat, IRSL at 50ºC and post-IR IRSL at 225ºC were administered. 1059 

Each SAR cycle was completed with a hot bleach treatment using an array of Vishay TSFF 5210 1060 

870nm IR diodes at 90% power for 40s at 290ºC. The SAR sequence incorporated measurement 1061 

of the natural IRSL, between four and six regenerative dose points, a zero dose point to assess 1062 

thermal transfer, and a repeat of the first regenerative dose point, to assess recycling behavior.  1063 

Growth curves were constructed for the post-IR IRSL signal measured at 225ºC using an 1064 

integral of the background-subtracted sensitivity-corrected IRSL from the first 0.5s, fitted with 1065 

an exponential plus linear function. For most samples, around 5 to 10% of measured K-feldspar 1066 

grains provided a useful post-IR IRSL signal, typically providing between 20 and 60 single grain 1067 

results for each sample; other grains were either insensitive, associated with large uncertainties, 1068 

or in the case of a few grains, the post-IR IRSL signal was in saturation. The upper samples, used 1069 

to control slip rate, were measured using larger numbers of grains to improve statistical 1070 

significance of the combined equivalent dose values. Samples typically displayed a uniform 1071 

minimum equivalent dose value, with other grains displaying higher dose values, interpreted as 1072 

grains incompletely zeroed before or during transport owing to rapid deposition from turbid 1073 

water under high energy fluvial conditions. Most samples also displayed a small number of 1074 

grains with significantly lower dose values, interpreted as intrusive grains introduced by 1075 

bioturbation; these grains were excluded from the age analysis. Isolation of a population of 1076 

grains for age estimation used a “discrete minimum” procedure in which higher values were 1077 

excluded until the remaining grains were consistent with an overdispersion (OD) value of 15%, 1078 

based on experience from quartz single grain OSL dating (e.g. Rhodes et al., 2010). Fading 1079 

correction was based on detailed determination of single grain post-IR IRSL fading rates for key 1080 

samples, and involve an increase in apparent age of 11%. Gamma dose rates were based on in-1081 

situ NaI spectrometer measurements; external beta dose rates were calculated from ICP-MS (U, 1082 

Th) and ICP-OES (K) measurements of sediment from the end of each sample tube, internal beta 1083 

dose rate was based on 12.5% internal K content, cosmic dose rates were based on measured 1084 

overburden depth, and moisture correction used contemporary water content values. 1085 

 1086 
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determined by LaDiCaoz analysis. (E) Maximum sedimentologically plausible restoration of 29.5 m, based on visual analysis. (F) Topographic pro�les from lidar swaths shown by red and dark blue 

fault-parallel lines in (A). Pro�les are back-slipped according to the optimal topogrpahic �t determined by LaDiCaoz (26.0 m). (G) Topographic mis�t as a function of horizontal displacement deter-

mined by cross-correlation of  incrementally back-slipped topogrpahic pro�les (Zielke et al., 2015). 
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LaDiCaoz restoration of alluvial fan remnant at Site 2 (where pits 12A and 12B were excavated; see Fig. 4 in text) and associated drainages. (A) Tracings of fault trace (pale blue line), fault-parallel 

topographic pro�les (dark blue and red lines), and along-feature pro�les (dark blue and red dots, yellow lines). Purple squares are where the features project into the fault trace. Image is rendered by 

digitally draping lidar-derived topography (green-red colors) on top of a lidar hillshade map of the site. Contours represent 1 m intervals. Yellow dots bound the lateral extent of the northern alluvial 

fan remnant. (B) Base image is similar to (A), but has been back-slipped by 23.5 m -- the minimum sedimentologically plausible amount of o�set based on visual analysis. (C) Similar to (B), but back-

slipped by 25.7 m, the optimal �t (i.e., minimum “mis�t”) based on cross-correlation of fault-parallel topographic pro�les shown in (A). (D) Visually preferred restoration of 26.0 m, in close agreement 

with the optimal value determined by LaDiCaoz analysis. (E) Maximum sedimentologically plausible restoration of 29.5 m, based on visual analysis. (F) Topographic pro�les from lidar swaths shown 

by red and dark blue fault-parallel lines in (A). Pro�les are back-slipped according to the optimal topogrpahic �t determined by LaDiCaoz (25.7 m). (G) Topographic mis�t as a function of horizontal 

displacement determined by cross-correlation of  incrementally back-slipped topogrpahic pro�les (Zielke et al., 2015). 
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CCW-11A-01                            14cm
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S5. Christmas Canyon West, Pit 11A
View of IRSL samples and gamma spectrometer measurements, S wall of pit
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S6. Christmas Canyon West, Pit 12A

View of IRSL sample locaピﾗﾐゲ and gamma spectrometer holes, W wall of pit
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S7. Christmas Canyon West, Pit 12B

View of IRSL sample locaピﾗﾐゲ and gamma spectrometer, W wall of pit
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S8. Christmas Canyon West, Pit 12C

View of IRSL sample locaピﾗﾐゲ and gamma spectrometer, W wall of pit
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Site Pit Field Lab Strat Depth Age 1 sigma
code code code code unit (m) (years) uncertainty

1 11A CCW11A05 J0120 Unit 1 0.08 30 ± 20

1 11A CCW11A01 J0116 Unit 2 0.14 790 ± 70

1 11A CCW11A02 J0116 Unit 2 0.14 2010 ± 230

1 11A CCW11A02 J0117 Unit 3 0.28 3770 ± 340

1 11A CCW11A03 J0118 Unit 3 0.49 3810 ± 270

1 11A CCW11A04 J0119 Unit 3 0.72 3760 ± 230

1 12C CCW12C01 J0302 Unit 1 0.13 520 ± 60

1 12C CCW12C02 J0303 Unit 2 0.29 2280 ± 140

1 12C CCW12C03 J0304 Unit 3 0.62 5360 ± 330

1 12C CCW12C04 J0305 Unit 3 0.84 4980 ± 340

2 12A CCW12A01 J0294 Unit 1 0.10 2620 ± 190

2 12A CCW12A02 J0295 Unit 2 0.37 4550 ± 370

2 12A CCW12A03 J0296 Unit 3a 0.61 4740 ± 290

2 12A CCW12A04 J0297 Unit 3b 0.84 4470 ± 360

2 12B CCW12B01 J0298 Unit 1 0.21 1860 ± 150

2 12B CCW12B02 J0299 Unit 1 0.43 1910 ± 150

2 12B CCW12B03 J0300 Unit 2 0.58 4700 ± 290

2 12B CCW12B04 J0301 Unit 2 0.84 5620 ± 360
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